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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose an uncertainty analysis of the online events and its application to Webpage recommendations by a new approach to observe, summarize and track events from a collection of new Web pages. Given a set of web services, we calculate response-time for the web services and also obtain feedback to improve the web service by the means of HMM model. We examine some experimental results and show the usefulness of our approach. The literature of Webpage recommendations will be roughly classified into two categories: 1) non-content based methods and 2) content-based strategies. We tend to propose a framework to identify the various underlying levels of linguistics uncertainty in terms of internet events, and then utilize these for Webpage recommendations. Our plan is to contemplate an internet event as a system composed of various keywords, and therefore the uncertainty of this keyword system is expounded to the uncertainty of the actual Web event, we tend to establish the different levels of linguistics uncertainty, and construct a linguistics pyramid to precise the uncertainty hierarchy of an internet event.


I. INTRODUCTION

Web-page recommendation plays an important role in intelligent Web systems. Useful knowledge discovery from Web usage data and satisfactory knowledge representation for effective Web-page recommendations are crucial and challenging. Recently the use of web recommendation techniques is growing worldwide with aim of providing the customized required data to end users. Different recommendation methods and solutions impose many research challenges to researchers. Web recommendation techniques are divided into two main
types such as content based web recommendation system and collaborative web recommendation system.

In this paper, the main goal is to present the review of web recommendation systems and different techniques. Web recommendation systems recently suffered from different limitations. The current web recommendation techniques need to be more efficient in order to overcome the limitations of them. In this paper we propose a novel method to efficiently provide better Web-page recommendation through semantic-enhancement by integrating the domain and Web usage knowledge of a website.

There are two more approaches to categorize Web mining. In one approach, a Web structure is treated as a part of Web contents so that Web mining can be classified simply into two categories: Web content mining and Web usage mining. In the other approach, Web usage is included in Web structure and thus, Web mining is roughly divided into two domains: Web content mining and Web structure mining. Although each of the three research fields of Web mining focuses on mining different objects of the Web, the web page recommender models combine techniques from all the three fields. Traditional methods for recommendation are based on Web content and Web usage mining techniques. The usage data collected at different sources will represent the navigation patterns of different segments of the overall Web traffic.

A web event could be a hot story or a social activity which attracts broad attention on the Web and there could be an extraordinary number of Web pages covering this Web event. For example, the Libya War (in 2011) is a Web event with thousands of Web pages, blogs, and posts. The large scale of Web pages makes it impossible for users to grasp the evolution of a Web event through manually surfing these Web pages. Current researches on Web events mainly focus on detecting them from the amount of Web pages and do the automatic summarization by electing appropriate sentences. In this paper, we focus on the uncertainty analysis of the Web events and its application to Webpage recommendations. In this paper, we propose a method which can automatically analyze the semantic uncertainty of Web events and the whole frame work. The ultimate goal is to distinguish the different levels of the semantic uncertainties of keywords in a Web event, which can help to recommend appropriate Web pages to users.

II. SCOPE OF THE PROJECT

We propose a method which can automatically analyze the semantic uncertainty of Web events and the whole frame work. The ultimate goal is to distinguish the different levels of the
III. RELATED WORK

(i) In the paper titled “Uncertainty Analysis for the Keyword System of Web Events” proposed by the authors Junyu Xuan, Jie Lu in year of 2016 depicts about the Uncertainty analysis of the online events and its application to Webpage recommendations. Though there are several works on Webpage recommendations, the linguistics uncertainty of internet events is rarely considered. Their work is to contemplate an internet event as a system composed of various keywords, and therefore the uncertainty of this keyword system is expounded to the uncertainty of the actual Web event.

(ii) In the paper titled “New Event Detection And Topic Tracking In Turkish” proposed by the author F.Can Et Al published in the year 2010 depicts about the TDT(Topic Detection and Tracking) is an application aim to organize the temporally ordered stories of a news stream according to the events. Two major problem in TDT the focus on finding the first stories of new events and identify all subsequent stories on a certain topic defined by a small number of sample stories.

(iii) In the paper titled “Text Classification and Named Entities for New Event Detection” proposed by the authors G.Kumaran & J.Allan published in the year 2004 related to new event detection system which is a challenging task that can be improved by the use of task classification techniques as well as by using named entities in a new way. This system explore modification to the document representation in a vector space based NED system.

(iv) In the paper titled “Mime Tracking and the Dynamics of the New Cycle” proposed by the authors J.Leskovec,L.Backstrom, and J.Kleinberg published in the year 2009 is about tracking new topics ideas and “memes” across the web has been an issue of consideration interest. Here a framework was developed for tracking short, distinctive phrases that travel relatively intract through on-line text. This system shows how such a meme tracking approach can provide a coherent representation of the news cycle.
IV. SYSTEM ANALYSIS

In existing system, there are different levels of semantic uncertainty underlying the amount of Web pages for a Web event. For a currently ongoing Web event, we can predict the current data alone especially in the initial stage. The current problem is how to define and perform the uncertainty analysis for Web events, and how to apply this uncertainty analysis to the Webpage recommendations for Web events.

(i) Existing System Method

KALN Construction Definition: Given a collection of Web pages about an event at a given time, t, by utilizing existing keyword extraction algorithms will be different. In a KALN, there are plenty of keywords with different abilities in terms of describing an event. For example, in the event “Japan earthquake,” the word “earthquake” exists from the beginning to the end. By contrast, the word “rescue” only exists for a period of time. How to identify the different abilities of these keywords based on their keyword weight values and then to measure the semantic uncertainty of a Web event? Here, we introduce the entropy of KALN

(ii) PROPOSED SYSTEM

In this paper, we propose a framework to identify the different underlying levels of semantic uncertainty in terms of Web events, and then utilize these for Webpage recommendations. We propose a method which can automatically analyze the semantic uncertainty of Web events and the whole framework. The system architecture for web page event detection is shown below.

*Fig.1. System Architecture*
(iii) IMPLEMENTATION

The systems architect establishes the basic structure of the system, defining the essential core design features and elements that provide the framework. Hidden Markov Model is about building a directed graph among hidden states of component web services used in composition. Analyzing the current status of each vertex of directed graph i.e., underlying hidden states. Predicting the hidden states behavior in terms of response time during nth time interval t is done here. Finally, an optimal web service is selected and used in composition based on hidden states behavior. Response time is the total amount of time it takes to respond to a request for service. That service can be anything from a memory fetch, to a disk IO, to a complex database query, or loading a full web page. Ignoring transmission time for a moment, the response time is the sum of the service time and wait time. And then the information and reviews are stored in a database and then it is available to the user.

Fig.2 Web service response Time Calculation

Fig.3. Web services Feedback

The feedback module (fig.3) is used to add user feedback about web services. Feedback is essential to the working and survival of all regulatory found throughout living and non-living
nature, and in man-made systems such as education systems and economy. Information about the performance of a product, a person's performance of a task, etc. can be collected. This is used as a basis for improvement. As evaluating the data reliability subject to some uncertainties, we propose to model information by the means of evidence theory, for its capacity to model uncertainty and for its richness in fusion operators.

**Fig. 4 Performance Comparison Chart**

V. CONCLUSION

We propose a probabilistic model for predicting response time of web service and then selected an optimal web service at runtime from the list of functionally equivalent web services. To know the probabilistic insight of Web services we have used HMM. In our model we have assumed that WS is deployed on a cluster of web servers and sometime the delay or crash during WS invocation is because the bad node in sever clustering responds to users’ requests. With the help of HMM we have predicted the probabilistic behavior of these web servers and
then selected the WS based on their probabilistic value. We have calculated the response time for the web services and also collected the feedback for the web services.

VI. FUTURE ENCHANCEMENT

For future work, testing web services at the client side can be implemented as it is not as straightforward as testing traditional software due to the complex nature of web services and the absence of source code. The literature Survey reveals the previous work undertaken on web service testing, showing the strengths and weaknesses of current web service testing strategies and identifying issues for future work.
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